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Overview of cryo-ET tutorials
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Do you have any questions about cryo-ET?
• What’s cryo-electron tomography (cryo-ET)?

• What’s the difference between cryo-ET and single 
particle cryo-EM?

• How should I prepare samples for cryo-ET?

• How should I collect cryo-ET data?

• How should I analyze cryo-ET data?

• How could I use cryo-ET effectively?
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Outline
• What’s electron tomography 
• The power of cryo-ET
• Key steps in cryo-ET:

• Sample preparation (Digvijay Singh & Jianfeng Lin)
• Data collection (Jun Liu)
• Image analysis (Raphael Park & Muyuan Chen)

• Some classic cryo-ET applications
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What’s electron tomography?
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2D projection images  
from different views

thus minimizing the specimen damage. This a lso
holds for the random conica l t ilt t echnique because
the micrograph of the t ilt ed specimen is recorded
first . Subsequent micrographs of the unt ilt ed speci-
men are used only to determine the in-plane rota t ion
and the azimutha l angle of the t ilt axis and do not
en ter in to the reconst ruct ion . An in t r insic fea ture of
both techniques is the averaging of many par t icles,
as is the case in crysta llographic methods.
In rea l-life exper iments, the dist r ibu t ion of par-

t icle or ien ta t ions devia tes from the idea l situa t ion .
Usua lly, par t icle or ien ta t ions are neither completely
random nor st r ict ly ident ica l. When one or ien ta t ion
preva ils, random conica l t ilt reconst ruct ion is the
method of choice. Unless there is a single or ien ta -
t ion , the da ta set s must be classified and project ion
views which can be assigned to the same project ion
direct ion are combined. Angular reconst itu t ion may
fa il if the angular assignment is per formed with

individua l project ion views especia lly when the da ta
are noisy, as is the case of samples embedded in ice.
Again , the da ta set has to be broken down in to a set
of sign ificant average images, each one represent ing
a homogeneous class of project ion views which cor re-
spond to the same project ion direct ion . Image classi-
fica t ion thus becomes an indispensable element of
the quasi-tomographic approaches. As shown re-
cent ly for both techniques (Frank et al., 1995; Sta rk
et al., 1995), fur ther improvement of the angular
assignment is possible by an itera t ive refinement
procedure, using project ions der ived from a prelimi-
nary 3-D reconst ruct ion as references.
There is an impor tan t difference between both

quasi-tomographic approaches: While, in pr inciple,
the ent ire angular range of project ion direct ions is
covered when using angular reconst itu t ion (Fig.
2.3d) a ‘‘missing cone’’ of project ion direct ions is
inheren t to the random conica l t ilt t echnique (Fig.
2.3e), render ing nonisot ropic resolu t ion . This prob-
lem may be overcome if the molecules occur in more
than one prefer red or ien ta t ion . Two or more 3-D
reconst ruct ions can be per formed and merged, filling
up the missing cone (Frank et al., 1993). However,
a lso with angular reconst itu t ion , nonisot ropic resolu-
t ion may occur if there is a nonuniform dist r ibu t ion
of project ion direct ions. Exploita t ion of the symme-
t ry, or the addit iona l recording of a few images from
the t ilt ed specimen, will a llow a complete set of
project ion views to be obta ined. Another difference
between the two techniques is tha t in the case of
angular reconst itu t ion , the basic requirement of
having ‘‘ident ica l copies’’ of the object with in the
specimen, is ra ther st r ingent . In cont rast to the
random conica l t ilt method, one cannot apply classi-
fica t ion techniques to select those par t icles from the
unt ilt ed view which are more or less ident ica l. With
angular reconst itu t ion the st ructura l homogeneity of
the sample is par t icu la r ly cr it ica l. At presen t , the
most advanced applica t ions, based on ice-embedding
and using approximately 5000 par t icles, have a t -
ta ined a resolu t ion near 2 nm (Stark et al., 1997; Zhu
et al., 1997).

3. AUTOMATED TOMOGRAPHY

In pr inciple, the steps involved in collect ing single-
axis t ilt tomographic da ta are st ra igh t forward: the
specimen is t ilt ed over a la rge angular range and
images are recorded a t a ser ies of discrete t ilt angles.
The rela t ion between resolu t ion d and t ilt angle
increment Da (in radians) is given by the Crowther
rela t ion (see Sect ion 2.1).
In pract ice, manual da ta collect ion is very t ime

consuming. Due to mechanica l imperfect ions of the
goniometer, the t ilt axis is not completely stable.
Therefore, even if the specimen has been carefu lly

FIG. 2.1. (a ) A 3-D object is projected a t the var ious t ilt angles
in to a ser ies of 2-D images. As a first step in the reconst ruct ion
process, the project ions are smeared out to form so ca lled 3-D
backproject ion bodies. (b) To reconst ruct the 3-D object , a ll the
backproject ion bodies are summed. The backproject ion a lgor ithm
calcu la tes a 3-D image represent ing an approximat ion of the 3-D
object . The qua lity of th is image improves when more project ions
are used over a la rge t ilt range.
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Back-projection  
to generate 3D reconstruction
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Koster et al., JSB 1997 

Principle of Electron Tomography
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Key parameters to consider
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Koster B. et al. JSB (1997)  

1. Sample thickness (< 300nm)

2. Total doses (< 100e/Å2)

3. Tilt increment

4. Tilt range

Key parameters to consider
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The power of cryo-ET
• Providing 3D snapshots of unique 

biomedical complexes in their functional 
environments.

• Bridging the information gap between light 
microscopy and near-atomic resolution 
techniques (such as cryo-EM or X-ray 
crystallography).
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Ruska and his first electron microscope6 

Figure 1.1. The electron microscope built by Ruska and Knoll in 
Berlin in the early 1930s. 

1.1.B. Microscopy and the Concept 
of Resolution 

When asked what a "microscope" is, most people would 
answer that it is an instrument for magnifying things too 
small to see with the naked eye, and most likely they would 
be referring to the visible-light microscope. Because of the 
general familiarity with the concept of the light micro-
scope, we will draw analogies between electron and visi-
ble-light microscopes wherever it's instructive. 

The smallest distance between two points that we 
can resolve with our eyes is about 0.1-0.2 mm, depending 
on how good our eyes are, and assuming that there's suffi-
cient illumination to see by. This distance is the resolution 
or resolving power of our eyes. So any instrument that can 
show us pictures (or "images" as we'll refer to them) re-
vealing detail finer than 0.1 mm could be described as a 
microscope, and its highest useful magnification is gov-
erned by its resolution. A major attraction to the early de-
velopers of the TEM was that, since electrons are smaller 
than atoms, it would be possible, at least theoretically, to 
build a microscope that could "see" detail well below the 
atomic level. The idea of being able to "see" with electrons 
may be confusing to you. Our eyes are not sensitive to 
electrons. If a beam of high-energy electrons was aimed 
into your eye, you would most likely be blinded as the 
electrons killed the retinal cells, but you wouldn't see any-
thing! So an integral part of any electron microscope is a 
viewing screen of some form, which translates electron in-
tensity to light intensity, and which we observe or record 
photographically. We'll discuss these screens and other 
ways of recording electron images in Chapter 7. 

I • BASICS 

The resolution of a TEM means different things for 
different functions of the instrument, and we'll discuss 
them in the appropriate chapters. It's easiest to think of the 
image resolution in TEM in terms of the classical Rayleigh 
criterion for light microscopy, which states that the smallest 
distance that can be resolved, 0, is given approximately by 

[1.1] 

In equation 1.1, A is the wavelength of the radiation, Jl the 
refractive index of the viewing medium, and is the semi-
angle of collection of the magnifying lens. For the sake of 
simplicity we can approximate Jl sin (which is sometimes 
called the numerical aperture) to unity and so the resolu-
tion is equal to about half the wavelength of light. For 
green light in the middle of the visible spectrum, A is about 
550 nm (5500 A), and so the resolution of a good light mi-
croscope is about 300 nm. In TEMs we can approximate 

We'll try to use nanometers throughout this book, 
but you'll find that many microscopists still insist on 
usin9 Angstroms rather than the However, 
the Angstrom is close to the atomic diameter and 
so is a more convenient unit because it saves us 
using convoluted phrases like "three tenths of a 
nanometer." 

the resolution in equation 1.1 to which, as we'll 
see later, is very small. 

Now although 300 nm is a small dimension to us it 
corresponds to about 1000 atom diameters, and therefore 
many of the features that control the properties of materials 
are on a scale well below the resolution of the light micro-
scope. So there's a real need to image detail down to the 
atomic level if we want to understand the properties of ma-
terials, and that's a major reason why TEMs are so useful. 

This limit of light microscopy was well understood 
at the tum of this century and prompted Ernst Abbe, one of 
the giants in the field, to complain that "it is poor comfort 
to hope that human ingenuity will find ways and means of 
overcoming this limit." (He was right to be so depressed 
because he died in 1905, some 20 years before de Broglie's 
ingenuity solved the problem.) Now de Broglie's famous 
equation shows that the wavelength of electrons is related 
to their energy, E, and if we ignore relativistic effects we 
can show approximately (and exactly in Section 1.4 below) 
that 

[1.2J 

The Nobel Prize in 1986 awarded to Ruska for 
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Electron microscopy in Cell Biology
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Keith Porter et al. 1944 

A Biographical Memoir by 
Lee D. Peachey 

 

©2013 National Academy of Sciences. 
Any opinions expressed in this memoir are  

those of the author and do not  
necessarily reflect the views of the  
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won the nobel prize in 1974 for their 
discoveries concerning the structural 
and functional organization of the cell

Electron microscopy in Cell Biology
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A single 2D image is not sufficient 

John O’brien 1991
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3D reconstruction from 2D images

Aaron Klug 

The Nobel Prize in Chemistry 1982 
was awarded to Aaron Klug "for his 
development of crystallographic 
electron microscopy … ”

De Rosier & Klug, Nature1968

© 1968 Nature Publishing Group

© 1968 Nature Publishing Group

David DeRosier 
Brandeis University 
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ET provides unique 3D information

IF M C ontraction
423

Figure 3. Tomogram of HST

(A) Surface rendering of z25% of one unaveraged tomogram (cop-
per color). Some mask motifs are boxed in blue.
(B) C olumn average (gold color) is superimposed in phase with the
unaveraged reconstruction. m, myosin filament; a, actin filament; t,

Figure 2. X-Ray Diffraction from IF M in HST troponin. Z disk is at the bottom. Blue lines indicate crossbridge
Graphs compare intensity for three groups of crossbridge-associ- angle.
ated reflections in five states, ordered left to right from relaxed
through contraction to rigor. Data for non-HST states are from Tre-
gear et al. (1998). HST values (fourth column) are nearer to rigor of myac layers (Figure 1C). The two actin monomers on
values than stretch activation (third column), suggesting more cross- each side of the actin filament that comprise the target
bridge attachment and consistent with the greater force in HST (340 zone are the same actins labeled by lead crossbridges
mN/fiber) versus stretch activation (230 mN/fiber). in rigor. Each target zone is occupied by an opposed pair
(A) Axial dispersion or numerical depletion of relaxed myosin head

of crossbridges, and sometimes two pairs are presentarray is shown by decrease in 14.5 and 7.2 nm meridionals.
(Figures 1C and 3B). HST target zone bridges show a(B) Crossbridge attachment to target zones on thin filaments is

signaled by rise of 10.12 versus decline of 10.6 intensity. range of axial attachment angles and crossbridges of a
(C) Overall crossbridge attachment on thin filaments is signaled by size consistent with the presence of a single myosin
rise in two of three outer reflections on 38.7 nm layer line. For the head.
location of the reflections within the diffraction pattern, and the
theoretical basis of the deductions made in the present text, see

Target Zone Bridges Emphasize Three AnglesTregear et al. (1988).
of the LCD
An underlying pattern in the conformation of target zone
crossbridges is brought out by averaging the recon-line) is reduced even below its relaxed intensity (Figure

2B), while the 10.12 reflection (the first row line on the struction along only the filament axis (Figure 3B). B e-
cause the axial register between filaments is imperfect,19.3 nm layer line) is much stronger than its relaxed

intensity. The fall of the 10.6 and reciprocal rise of the 2D spatial averaging would remove important details.
1D “column averages” average only along individual fila-10.12 reflections indicate that HST crossbridges prefer-

entially bind halfway between the troponin complexes ments over axial periodicities that are generally well
preserved. C olumn averaging is similar to the spatialevery 38.7 nm along the thin filaments (Tregear et al.,

1998). The outer part of the 38.7 nm layer line increased averaging reported by X-ray diffraction but retains the
variable crossbridge form essential to understandingin intensity relative to stretch activation (21.6, 31.6, Fig-

ure 2C); however, the inner part (11.6) did not. the mechanical measurements. The large angular range
observed in target zone bridges in the raw tomogramThe tomogram of HST (Figure 3) shows that despite

the large overall variability of crossbridge conforma- clusters in each column average into three LC D orienta-
tions that are z1258 (pre-power stroke), 1058, and z708tions, there is a 38.7 nm periodic distribution of cross-

bridges along the thin filaments. These regions of high (rigor-like) (Figure 3B).
In HST, doublet pairs of target zone crossbridges re-crossbridge occupancy on actin are the target zones,

and they are positioned midway between troponins. The semble the “mask motif” first recognized in EMs of IF M
treated with aqueous AMPPNP (Schmitz et al., 1996).troponin head region (Flicker et al., 1982; Reedy et al.,

1994; Wendt et al., 1997) is identifiable as a lump on the The pair binding to actin closest to the Z line shows
z458 axial angles, while the M-ward pair shows .1008thin filament in averaged 3D images (Figure 3B) and as

a dark bead on the thin filament in averaged projections (antirigor) angles. This is the reverse of the rigor double

Taylor et al., Cell 1999 
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CryoET — bridging the information gap

The Nobel Prize in Chemistry 2014 was awarded 
jointly to Eric Betzig, Stefan W. Hell and William E. 
Moerner "for the development of super-resolved 
fluorescence microscopy."
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Cryo-EM
NMR 

Crystallography 

Alphafold2 

CryoET — bridging the information gap

Huang et al., Science 2008Kellogg et al., Science 2018

Cryo-ET

(Cryo-FIB, Cryo-CLEM, Sub-
tomogram averaging)

Super-resolution 
microscopy
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Outline
• What’s electron tomography 
• The power of cryo-ET
• Key steps in cryo-ET:

• Sample preparation (Digvijay Singh & Jianfeng Lin)
• Data collection (Jun Liu)
• Image analysis (Raphael Park & Muyuan Chen)

• Some classic cryo-ET applications
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Sample preparation is the key for cryo-ET 

Protein, virus, thin cell (< 10 µm)
Fast freezing to achieve a frozen hydrated state 

Large cell, tissue (> 10 µm) 
High-pressure freezing 

Cryo-section & Focused ion beam milling

Thin specimen (less than 0.3µm) is required for high-resolution 
cryo-ET imaging. 
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Frozen hydrated specimen preparation

ethane

LN2

tweezer

EM grid

filter paper

sample
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Large protein complexes

Cheng et al., JMB 2007
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Herpes Simplex Virus

Grünewald et al. Science 2003

Three-Dimensional Structure of
Herpes Simplex Virus from
Cryo–Electron Tomography
Kay Grünewald,1 Prashant Desai,2 Dennis C. Winkler,1

J. Bernard Heymann,1,3 David M. Belnap,1 Wolfgang Baumeister,4

Alasdair C. Steven1*

Herpes simplex virus, a DNA virus of high complexity, consists of a nucleocapsid
surrounded by the tegument—a protein compartment—and the envelope. The
latter components, essential for infectivity, are pleiomorphic. Visualized in
cryo–electron tomograms of isolated virions, the tegument was seen to form
an asymmetric cap: On one side, the capsid closely approached the envelope;
on the other side, they were separated by !35 nanometers of tegument. The
tegument substructure was particulate, with some short actin-like filaments.
The envelope contained 600 to 750 glycoprotein spikes that varied in length,
spacing, and in the angles at which they emerge from the membrane. Their
distribution was nonrandom, suggesting functional clustering.

The molecular architecture of viral capsids
has been greatly illuminated by x-ray crystal-
lography and image reconstruction of cryo–
electron micrographs (1). Both approaches
have relied heavily on exploiting icosahedral
symmetry. However, many viruses do not
conform to this symmetry, and viruses with
icosahedral capsids also have asymmetric el-
ements, such as their encapsidated genomes

and surrounding envelopes. Much less struc-
tural information has been forthcoming on
the latter systems. Electron tomography (ET)
provides an approach capable of visualizing
individual macromolecular complexes of any
or no symmetry at near-molecular resolution
(2). This technique involves collecting a tilt
series of projection images and combining
them computationally to reconstruct a three-
dimensional density map: the tomogram (3).
When applied to specimens preserved in vit-
reous ice (cryo-ET), such maps relate directly
to the native structure (4).

Herpes simplex virus type 1 (HSV-1) is
the archetypal member of the herpesvirus
family. A human pathogen, it is responsible
for oral cold sores and a rare but severe
encephalitis (5). The virion comprises three
major structural elements: (i) a nucleocapsid
containing the 152-kbp genome; (ii) the en-

velope, consisting of a lipid bilayer with em-
bedded glycoproteins; and (iii) a protein-
aceous region between the capsid and the
envelope called the tegument (6). The capsid
is icosahedral and has been described in pro-
gressively greater detail by cryo–electron
microscopy (cryo-EM) (7, 8). It houses the
DNA, densely coiled in a “liquid crystalline”
arrangement (9)—one of many features that
HSV-1 shares with bacteriophages. The en-
velope accommodates !11 viral glycopro-
teins (10). The tegument, which contains
!20 proteins, serves as a delivery compart-
ment for proteins that are required early in the
course of infection (11). Unlike the capsid,
the tegument and envelope have remained
largely uncharted territory. Here we describe
intact virions as reconstructed by cryo-ET.
The observations shed light on tegumentation
and envelopment during virion egress (12).

Tilt series were recorded on two 120-keV
microscopes that were similar, apart from one
being equipped for energy filtering; that is,
eliminating inelastically scattered electrons,
which degrade images by chromatic aberra-
tion (13). For each series, the projections
were aligned, and the tomogram was calcu-
lated. In all, 30 virion reconstructions were
obtained from 14 tomograms. Fourteen of
these reconstructions, judged to be of higher
quality, form the basis for the observations
reported below. The tomograms were ap-
praised both directly and after the application
of noise reduction techniques (14).

The virions were seen to be pleiomorphic
membrane-bound particles (Fig. 1). They
were generally round in shape, although
some showed departures from sphericity that
appear to be genuine features, not compres-
sion artifacts (fig. S1). The bilayer membrane
was visualized as a continuous smoothly
curved surface, !5 nm thick (Fig. 1). Its
diameter ranged from 170 to 200 nm, aver-

1Laboratory of Structural Biology, National Institute
of Arthritis, Musculoskeletal and Skin Diseases, Na-
tional Institutes of Health, Bethesda, MD 20892, USA.
2Department of Pharmacology and Molecular Scienc-
es, Johns Hopkins University, Baltimore, MD 21205,
USA. 3Division of Biology, California Institute of Tech-
nology, Pasadena, CA 91125, USA. 4Department of
Molecular Structural Biology, Max Planck Institute of
Biochemistry, 82152 Martinsried, Germany.

*To whom correspondence should be addressed. E-
mail: Alasdair_Steven@nih.gov

Fig. 1. Tomographic re-
construction of HSV-1
virions in vitreous ice.
(A) Zero-tilt projection
from a tilt series. Black
dots are 10-nm gold
particles used as fidu-
cial markers. (B) Gallery
of parallel slices, 15.5
nm apart and 5.2 nm
thick, through the virion
framed in (A). Each slice
represents the average
over seven planes. Red
arrowheads mark fila-
ments in the tegument.
Scale bars, 100 nm.
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aging 186 nm. An array of spikes protruded
from each virion, making the full diameter,
on average, !225 nm.

Inside the envelope (Figs. 1B and 2B), the
nucleocapsid occupied an eccentric position:
On one side (the proximal pole), it was close to
the envelope; on the other side (the distal pole),
they were separated by 30 to 35 nm of tegu-
ment. The tegument occupied about two-thirds
of the volume enclosed within the membrane,
and the capsid occupied about one-third. In
each tomogram, the tegument had the same
cap-like structure; that is, its size and shape
were quite well defined, and it was pleiomor-
phic primarily in substructure. Tegument asym-
metry was apparent in some single projections
(Fig. 1A), but in others it appeared uniformly
thick (asterisk, Fig. 1A). The latter projections
represent views along the polar axis.

At this resolution (!7 nm), the tegument
appeared to consist of a reticulum of particulate
density. We saw no indication of regular orga-
nization other than the presence of some thin
filaments up to 40 nm long, apposed to the
membrane (arrows, Fig. 1B). Thus, either some
tegument component is polymeric or some cel-
lular filament has been incorporated. The fila-
ment width (!7 nm) suggested actin, which has

been reported in other viruses, as a candidate
(15). The tegument cap was connected to the
envelope by linkers !4 nm wide, mainly ob-
served at sites where spikes protruded on the
outside of the membrane (Fig. 3, B and C).

The distribution of glycoprotein spikes
was evident in spherical sections through the
tomograms at a radius just external to the
membrane. From Mercator projections of
such sections (fig. S2), we counted the num-
ber of spikes as 595 to 758 (mean, 659) per
virion. Their packing density was variable
(Fig. 2A). The average center-to-center spac-
ing was !13 nm, but in some patches, it was
as little as 9 nm (Fig. 3B), whereas other
regions were quite sparsely populated. Dense
clusters were usually associated with the dis-
tal pole of the tegument and were rarely close
to the proximal pole (Fig. 1, slice 6, and Fig.
2B), possibly reflecting a local dearth of teg-
ument material to anchor the spikes.

Spikes ranged in length from 10 to 25 nm
(Fig. 3). Typically, they were !4 nm wide
and many terminated in a globule !6 nm
across. They also varied in straightness and in
the angles at which they protruded from the
membrane (the emergence angle). There was
at least one kind of spike that emerged from

the membrane at an angle of 35 " to 55" (Fig.
3A, second row). Another spike was bifurcat-
ed (Fig. 3A, first row), presumably represent-
ing a dimer with divergent ectodomains.

Resolution assessment in tomography tends
to be problematic, because the criteria conven-
tionally used in EM, which gauge consistency
between images of identical specimens, are not
applicable to pleiomorphic specimens. However,
the HSV-1 capsid is a consistent feature that is
known to relatively high resolution, which al-
lowed us to assess these tomograms. Thus, we
calculated a resolution of 7.3 nm for the best
individual nonsymmetrized capsids (n # 10 cap-
sids; fig. S3). Taking into account anisotropy
introduced by the “missing wedge” effect (3), it
followed that the resolution was highest, !6.2
nm, in plane and lowest, !9 nm, in the dimen-
sion normal to it. The resolution of the averaged
capsid was 5.6 nm (fig. S3) and isotropic. Thus,
the resolution of individual tomograms sufficed
to resolve adjacent spikes in the envelope.

In the capsid, the pentons and hexons
were clearly visible (Fig. 4A). Their axial
channels appeared as dimples and were
more clearly demonstrated in transverse
sections (Fig. 4D). The tomograms also
conveyed indications of the triplexes: het-
erotrimers of 120 kD (16 ) at the sites sur-
rounded by three adjacent capsomers (ar-
rows in Fig. 4, D and E).

Capsid-tegument contacts have been de-
scribed by cryo-EM in cytomegalovirus (17)
and HSV-1 (18). ln both studies, icosahedral
symmetry was imposed. However, our obser-
vation that the tegument is asymmetric raises
the possibility that the interactions adjacent to
the proximal pole may differ from those on
the distal side. With tomograms, this question
may be addressed. We oriented the recon-
structed capsids by aligning their respective
fivefold axes that lie closest to the axis be-
tween the proximal and distal poles, then
averaged them and performed fivefold sym-
metrization. When compared to the nontegu-
mented capsid at the same resolution, addi-
tional density was seen associated with both
the distal and the proximal pentons (Fig. 4,

Fig. 2. Segmented surface rendering of a single virion tomogram after denoising. (A) Outer surface
showing the distribution of glycoprotein spikes (yellow) protruding from the membrane (blue). (B)
Cutaway view of the virion interior, showing the capsid (light blue) and the tegument “cap”
(orange) inside the envelope (blue and yellow). pp, proximal pole; dp, distal pole. Scale bar, 100 nm.

Fig. 3. Glycoprotein
spikes in the HSV-1
envelope, shown in a
denoised tomogram.
(A) Gallery of three
distinctive spike mor-
phologies: top, bifur-
cated spikes; middle,
spikes with emergence
angle of !50"; bot-
tom, curved spikes.
Note the close contact
of some spikes with
tegument densities in-
side the envelope. (B)
Series of slices (at a spacing of 3 nm) through a cluster of spikes, putatively gB. The arrow shows a transmembrane contact between a
glycoprotein and the tegument. (C) Segmented surface rendering of the virion portion shown in (B). Tegument is orange, membrane is blue, and
spikes are yellow. Scale bars, 20 nm.
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Viruses

Yao et al., Cell 2020
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Bacteria

Liu et al., JB 2009
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Thin periphery of large cells

Medalia et al., Science 2002
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of shorter width (<12 lm) can help to alleviate this problem, but
reduces the accessible sample area for subsequent TEM imaging.

2.4. Post-milling coating

As the organometallic Pt protective layer applied before milling
is not sufficiently conductive, additional coating ensures better
conductivity of the FIB-lamellas during cryo-TEM investigation.
We have had success with a simple approach of applying a thin
conductive coating on top of the finished lamella (Fig. 3C). The
layer should continuously cover the lamella surface to render it
conductive, while remaining sufficiently thin (<5 nm) to not
obscure the native contrast of the cellular specimen during cryo-
ET. This is accomplished with a brief Pt sputter (10 mA, 2–3 s) in
the FIB-attached prep chamber.

2.5. Cryo-ET

Cryo-FIB lamellas are fabricated at an 8!-15! angle with respect
to the grid surface (Fig. 8). For the most common low-dose acqui-

sition scheme, the focusing area position is shifted along the tilt
axis in reference to the exposure location (Fig. 8A). Misalignment
of the lamella with respect to the tilt axis results in z-height differ-
ences between the focusing and exposure areas (Fig. 8C, D). Vari-
able defocus values at the exposure area will be the direct
consequence, with systematic errors that propagate over the
course of the tilt-series (Fig. S5). These focusing errors are detri-
mental to achieving stable and comparable imaging conditions,
one of the key requirements in tomography.

The contrast-enhancing benefits of the VPP without deteriora-
tion of the high-frequency signal can only be harnessed if the
image focus is accurately set for each image in the tilt-series, as
no CTF correction procedures are currently available for projec-
tions acquired with a phase shift (Danev and Baumeister, 2016).
While the ideal defocus is close to 0 lm, defocus values of up to
0.5 lm still preserve most of the high-resolution information
(!20 Å) in VPP tomograms (Khoshouei et al., 2016). The deter-
mined focus value is therefore correct only if both focusing and
exposure areas represent the same z-height on the specimen with
respect to the electron beam. Thus, a critical aspect of VPP imaging
in cryo-ET is the exact lamella orientation relative to the tilt axis.
Correct sample orientation is achieved by precisely mounting the
grids into the microscope holder with the aid of visual markers
on the Autogrid. To a certain extent, the orientation can also be
controlled by rotating the grids on the stage if the sample holder
provides this functionality.

VPP-enabled cryo-ET of Chlamydomonas FIB lamellas at 0.5 lm
defocus revealed the molecular landscapes of native organelles,
including chloroplasts, mitochondria, the ER and the Golgi
(Fig. 9). Densities for numerous different membrane-bound com-
plexes could be distinguished. In the mitochondria, rows of ATP
synthase dimers decorated the cristae (Fig. 9A, D), and circular
bowl-shaped complexes were found between the inner and outer
mitochondrial membranes (Fig. 9C). In the chloroplast, single ATP
synthases could be seen bound to thylakoids, while large com-
plexes spanned both membranes of the chloroplast envelope and
protruded into the stroma (Fig. 9E). Around the Golgi, we could
clearly resolve vesicles encased in coat proteins, including clathrin
(Fig. 9F, G) and COPI (Fig. 9B, H). Our ability to image complexes
bound to Golgi membranes was not limited to coat proteins, as
we previously described a novel structure of arrayed membrane
proteins within the trans-Golgi cisternae (Engel et al., 2015b).

Fig. 4. SEM secondary electron images (5 kV, 25 pA) of Chlamydomonas cells showing the effect of conductive Pt coating. A: Charging contrast in the uncoated specimen
obscures the view of specimen topology. Individual cells are not recognizable (white arrowhead). B: After Pt sputtering, the sample no longer shows charging contrast. Two
cells are clearly distinguishable (white arrowheads).

Fig. 5. Schematic of the wedge pre-milling steps, drawn with exaggerated angles.
The checkered areas represent the milling pattern and the black arrows indicate the
ion beam direction. Dark grey represents the lamella, light grey indicates the
sample material to be removed during the current step, and white shows previously
removed sample material. A: Initial milling at 1! tilt towards the ion beam. This step
is repeated for both sides. B: Subsequent milling at a shallower tilt angle of 0.5!
with reduced ion beam current. This step is repeated for both sides. C: The final
milling steps are carried out at 0! tilt using two simultaneously milled patterns
(identical to the final steps of simple rectangular pattern milling). The distance
between the parallel rectangular patterns is reduced stepwise until the desired
lamella thickness has been reached.

M. Schaffer et al. / Journal of Structural Biology xxx (2016) xxx–xxx 5

Please cite this article in press as: Schaffer, M., et al. Optimized cryo-focused ion beam sample preparation aimed at in situ structural studies of membrane
proteins. J. Struct. Biol. (2016), http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.jsb.2016.07.010

Most cells are too large for cryo-ET imaging

Schaffer et al., 2016  
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shown in Fig. 3.4. An example of an automat ica lly
acquired da ta set is given in Fig. 3.5.
In the cur ren t setup, one major factor affect ing the

per formance of recording t ilt ser ies of specimens a t
liqu id nit rogen tempera ture is the dr ift of the speci-
men holder occur r ing after each t ilt increment . The
dr ift can be in it ia lly as la rge as 10 nm/s, and it can
take 15 s or more before an acceptable dr ift ra te of
0.5 nm/s has been reached. The modules of both the
t racking of image shift s and autofocusing have been
modified recent ly to assure tha t these funct ions are
per formed accura tely, even in the case tha t the
specimen is dr ift ing. The t r a cking modu les in
SEARCH and TRACK re-a lign each new reference in
the computer memory to the cor responding reference
taken in the previous cycle, to compensa te for the
amount of image dr ift which has occur red between
the moment the image displacement is measured (by
taking an image and compar ing it to the previously
taken reference) and the moment tha t the new
reference image is recorded. The accuracy in compensa t -
ing the image shift is bet ter than 0.5% of the fu ll
image size. The accuracy in obta in ing a prea ligned
da ta set is less, usua lly due to sudden specimen
movements (‘‘jumps’’) tha t occur when the t ilt angle
is incremented; typica lly it lies in the range of 2% of
the fu ll image size. The FOCUS module has a lso
been modified to funct ion accura tely in the presence
of specimen dr ift . In addit ion to the two images
needed for the determina t ion of the amount of
defocus (from images recorded with oppositely t ilt ed

illumina t ion), a th ird image is taken under the same
condit ions as the first image. The first and th ird
images are used to measure the amount of specimen
dr ift . An account of the accuracy of autofocusing is
given in Table 3.1.

4. IMPROVEMENTS OF EM INSTRUMENTATION

Although the st rong sca t ter ing of elect rons by
a toms allows the invest iga t ion of single biologica l
macromolecules, it a lso limit s the th ickness of speci-
mens for st ructura l invest iga t ions a t a resolu t ion
sufficien t for visua lizing or a t least ident ifying, single
macromolecula r par t icles. In vit r ified ice, the ‘‘tota l’’
mean free pa th , Ltot (indica t ing the pa th length after
which an elect ron has been sca t tered once on aver-
age either elast ica lly or inelast ica lly), is about 100
nm at 100 kV accelera t ing voltage. Thus, for speci-
men th icknesses in the range of severa l 100 nm,
mult iple sca t ter ing is inevitable. For biologica l speci-
mens and vit r ified ice, which are a lmost exclusively
composed of ligh t a toms, inelast ic sca t ter ing is much
st ronger than elast ic sca t ter ing. Of the elast ica lly
sca t tered elect rons, the major ity is normally in ter-
cepted by the object ive aper ture, while those sca t -
tered once and passing the aper ture produce image
cont rast by in ter ference with the pr imary beam.
Inelast ic sca t ter ing has a st rong forward character is-
t ic (see, e.g., Reimer (1989)), such tha t the major ity
of the inelast ica lly sca t tered elect rons reaches the

FIG. 3.3. Automated da ta collect ion is car r ied out in four steps: SEARCH, TRACK, FOCUS, and EXPOSURE. To allow low-dose
imaging, we can select for SEARCH a magnifica t ion of33800 with low-in tensity illumina t ion and a very la rge defocus to enhance cont rast ,
and an exposure t ime of 0.5 s in combina t ion with a CCD image size of 5122 pixels (using 2 3 2 binning of pixels). With these set t ings, an
exposure in SEARCH with an average readout of 1000 counts cor responds to an elect ron dose of 0.4 e nm22. For TRACK and FOCUS, the
same magnifica t ion used in EXPOSURE (e.g., 27.5 k3) can be chosen , and the beam can be adjusted such tha t a small nonover lapping area
is illumina ted a t a distance of 2 µm from the EXPOSURE area . Using a shor t exposure t ime (0.1 s) and low beam intensity, together with a
set t ing of the CCD camera to 2562 pixels with 4 3 4 binning, an average readout of 500 counts is possible, which cor responds to a dose of 25
e nm22. F ina lly, for the EXPOSURE area an exposure t ime of 0.5 s and a set t ing of the CCD camera to 10242 pixels (1 3 1 binning) may be
used; an average readout of 500 counts then cor responds to a dose of 390 e nm22.

284 KOSTER ET AL.Cryo-ET data collection

Koster et al., JSB 1997 
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Cryo-ET data collection is tedious

Frank: Electron Tomography
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Automation is the key

Frank: Electron Tomography
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Many cryo-ET data acquisition packages

SerialEM

UCSF Tomo 
Leginon 

FEI tomography 
EM-Manu
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Automated electron microscope tomography using robust
prediction of specimen movements

David N. Mastronarde *

Boulder Laboratory for Three-Dimensional Electron Microscopy of Cells, Department of Molecular, Cellular, and Developmental Biology,
University of Colorado, Boulder, CO 80309, USA
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Abstract

A new method was developed to acquire images automatically at a series of specimen tilts, as required for tomographic recon-
struction. The method uses changes in specimen position at previous tilt angles to predict the position at the current tilt angle. Actual
measurement of the position or focus is skipped if the statistical error of the prediction is low enough. This method allows a tilt series
to be acquired rapidly when conditions are good but falls back toward the traditional approach of taking focusing and tracking
images when necessary. The method has been implemented in a program, SerialEM, that provides an e!cient environment for data
acquisition. This program includes control of an energy filter as well as a low-dose imaging mode, in which tracking and focusing
occur away from the area of interest. The program can automatically acquire a montage of overlapping frames, allowing tomog-
raphy of areas larger than the field of the CCD camera. It also includes tools for navigating between specimen positions and finding
regions of interest.
! 2005 Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved.

Keywords: Tomography; Automated data collection; Transmission electron microscopy; Cryo-microscopy

1. Introduction

Electron tomography has become increasingly impor-
tant as a technique for examining cellular structures and
macromolecules in three dimensions (Baumeister, 2002;
Leapman, 2004; McIntosh et al., 2005; Steven and Aebi,
2003). The method involves taking a series of electron
micrographs while tilting the specimen over a range of
angles, typically at 1–2" intervals up to ±60–70". These
projections of the specimen are aligned and a three-di-
mensional reconstruction is computed by methods such
as weighted backprojection (Frank, 1992). The recent
growth of tomography has been fostered by continual
improvements in the instrumentation, computers, and
software needed for these tasks. In particular, much

e"ort has been expended to automate the acquisition
of the series of tilted projections, a task that has been
facilitated by improved interfaces for microscope con-
trol. Acquisition requires a sequence of operations be-
cause of imperfections in the goniometers and
specimen holders now available: after tilting to a new
angle, the features of interest must be recentered in the
field of view, and any change in vertical (Z) height must
be compensated by refocusing, before the final image is
acquired. When done manually, these operations are
slow and tedious at best, and because the sample is ex-
posed to the beam during these steps, they are particu-
larly di!cult for beam-sensitive samples. To automate
this process, an initial tracking image is taken on a
CCD camera after tilting to a new angle; the image is
cross-correlated with a comparable image from the pre-
vious tilt, and electronic image shift is used to recenter
the specimen. Defocus is determined by taking two
images with the beam tilted in opposite directions; the

www.elsevier.com/locate/yjsbi
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have sufficient thickness to fill Fourier space at higher resolutions.
The resolution to which the information is complete is related to
the number of uniformly-distributed tilt-images by the Crowther
criterion m = p * D/d with number of tilt images m, particle diam-
eter D and resolution d (Crowther et al., 1970).

In practice the distribution of information in Fourier space is
complicated by three other factors. Firstly, at higher tilts the
slab-shaped sample is thicker, leading to a larger number of non-
elastic scattering events and a lower SNR. Secondly, frozen
hydrated samples are sensitive to electron radiation damage.
Higher resolution features are lost in images collected later in
the tilt series due to accumulated electron dose. Thirdly, the sam-
ple may distort, bend or move as a result of exposure to the elec-
tron beam, such that the object imaged late in the tilt series is
not truly identical to that imaged early in the tilt series. These fac-
tors mean that the distribution of information in Fourier space is
dependent on the order and increment of angles at which the tilted
images are collected, referred to as the tilt-scheme.

The ideal distribution of information in Fourier space, and there-
fore the preferred tilt-scheme, depends on whether the tomogram
will be used for subsequent subtomogram averaging or not. If the
tomogram is to be directly interpreted, it is preferable to distribute
the information at the interpreted resolution as evenly as possible
in Fourier space. If the tomogram is to be used for subtomogram
averaging, Fourier space will be filled in the final reconstruction
by averaging subtomograms that have different orientations rela-
tive to the electron beam. In this case it is usually possible to toler-
ate a larger missing wedge, and a larger tilt increment. Therefore,
the aim when collecting data for subtomogram averaging is to
maintain the maximum amount of high-resolution information
while maintaining sufficiently complete low-resolution informa-
tion to allow accurate 3D alignment of the subtomograms.

The most commonly used tilt-schemes fall into two groups:
continuous tilt-schemes in which the tilt angle is rotated in one
direction, e.g. from +60! to !60! (Fig. 1A); and bidirectional tilt-
schemes, in which the tilt series acquisition is divided into two
separate tilt branches, e.g. a continuous series from 0! to +60! in
3! increments is acquired first, then a second branch from !3! to
!60! is acquired (Fig. 1B). Tilt increments typically range from
0.5! to 5!. Continuous tilt-schemes are mostly used for resin
embedded samples. These samples suffer from mass loss when
exposed to electron beam radiation and therefore deform during
data acquisition. By acquiring the data in one sweep, these
deformations will be gradual and can be tolerated in the tilt series
alignment step. A bidirectional tilt-scheme is better suited to auto-

mated data acquisition as it does not require tilting and tracking to
locate the targeted image area at high starting tilt angle before
starting acquisition. A disadvantage is that the images on either
side of the starting angle (0! in the above example) have different
accumulated dose, and the resulting accumulated image deforma-
tions can make it difficult to align the two tilt branches (the jump-
at-start problem). This error propagates into the tomogram where
it is detrimental for accurate 3D alignment of the subtomograms,
and for the quality of the final average.

3. An improved tilt-scheme for subtomogram averaging

The transfer of high-resolution information can be maximized
by collecting the low-tilt images (where the sample appears thin)
early in the tilt series, before radiation damage has accumulated.
Our optimized tilt-scheme starts at zero degrees tilt, and moves
up to the highest tilt in both tilt directions simultaneously. For
example, for a 3! tilt step, the order of tilt angle acquisition is 0!,
+3!, !3!, !6!, +6!, +9!, !9!, !12! . . . (Fig. 1C). This ‘‘dose-
symmetric” tilt-scheme concentrates high-resolution information
in the lower tilts where the sample is thinnest, thus providing
maximum information transfer (Fig. 1D). While similar informa-
tion transfer can be obtained using bidirectional tilt-schemes with
a longer first branch e.g. from !21 to 60!, these schemes still suffer
from the jump-at-start problem (Figs. 1D and 2).

4. The dose-symmetric tilt-scheme has a number of additional
advantages

" The accumulated electron dose, and therefore the beam-
induced sample deformation, varies smoothly across the tilt
series, eliminating the jump-at-start problem (Fig. 2).

" It allows a higher total electron dose to be applied, because
accumulated radiation damage and accumulated sample defor-
mation at higher tilts is a lesser concern.

" The maximum tilt-range can be used, and high-tilt/late images
can be discarded at a later stage if appropriate without losing
‘‘good signal”, or images can be exposure filtered (Grant and
Grigorieff, 2015) according to the accumulated dose.

" No microscope optics other than beam-image shift and defocus
are changed during tilt series acquisition, in contrast to bidirec-
tional tilt-schemes in which magnification and illumination are
changed for low magnification tracking between tilt branches.
This makes the tilt-scheme ideal for use with phase plates,
where optical stability is crucial (Fukuda et al., 2015).

Fig. 1. Schematic showing information transfer for (A) continuous, (B) bidirectional and (C) dose-symmetric tilt-schemes. Tilts are shown from !60! to +60! in 3! increments
for a total of 41 tilts. Grey values correspond to the information transfer at each tilt according to the color map shown on the left. The reduction of information transfer at
high-tilts due to the increased apparent thickness of the sample is simulated by multiplication with the cosine of the tilt angle. The loss of high-resolution information due to
accumulated electron dose is simulated by multiplication by low pass filters according to the measurements described in (Grant and Grigorieff, 2015) assuming constant
exposure times. The dose-symmetric tilt-scheme shows optimized, near-symmetric information transfer. (D) Plot of mean signal transfer for different tilt-schemes:
continuous (magenta); bidirectional starting at 0! (red); bidirectional starting at !21! (green); bidirectional starting at !21! in the case that the second branch is deleted
before averaging to reduce impact of the jump-at-start problem (blue); dose-symmetric (black). Mean signal transfers are calculated as the mean of the signal transfer for all
tilts within the tomogram.
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a b s t r a c t

Cryo-electron tomography (cryoET) allows 3D structural information to be obtained from cells and other
biological samples in their close-to-native state. In combination with subtomogram averaging, detailed
structures of repeating features can be resolved. CryoET data is collected as a series of images of the sam-
ple from different tilt angles; this is performed by physically rotating the sample in the microscope
between each image. The angles at which the images are collected, and the order in which they are col-
lected, together are called the tilt-scheme. Here we describe a ‘‘dose-symmetric tilt-scheme” that begins
at low tilt and then alternates between increasingly positive and negative tilts. This tilt-scheme maxi-
mizes the amount of high-resolution information maintained in the tomogram for subsequent subtomo-
gram averaging, and may also be advantageous for other applications. We describe implementation of the
tilt-scheme in combination with further data-collection refinements including setting thresholds on
acceptable drift and improving focus accuracy. Requirements for microscope set-up are introduced,
and a macro is provided which automates the application of the tilt-scheme within SerialEM.
! 2016 The Authors. Published by Elsevier Inc. This is an openaccess article under the CCBY license (http://

creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0/).

1. Cryo-electron tomography and subtomogram averaging

In cryoET (Frank, 2008), a plunge frozen specimen is tilted using
a rotating specimen stage inside a transmission electron micro-
scope (TEM) and projection images are acquired onto a camera at
discrete tilt angles. This series of tilted images can then be compu-
tationally reconstructed into a tomogram, i.e. the three-
dimensional representation of the field of view. Collection of a tilt
series is performed by iterative tracking, focusing and imaging
steps for each tilt. Free and commercial software packages are
available that allow fully automated acquisition of multiple tilt ser-
ies (Mastronarde, 2005; Suloway et al., 2009; Zheng et al., 2010).
Tomogram reconstruction involves tilt image alignment and 3D
reconstruction. Tilt image alignment includes refinement of tilt-
axis angle and tilt angles, determination of image shifts, and
accounting for beam-induced sample deformation. These steps
are performed computationally using software such as IMOD
(Mastronarde, 1997).

The interpretable information in a cryo tomogram is limited by
poor signal-to-noise ratio (SNR). However, objects present in mul-
tiple copies within the tomogram can be further analyzed by
extracting them as sub-volumes. These sub-volumes can then be

iteratively aligned and averaged to obtain reconstructions with
improved SNR and more interpretable high-resolution features.
This technique is called subtomogram averaging (for reviews see
e.g. (Briggs, 2013; Förster and Hegerl, 2007; Schmid, 2011; Wan
and Briggs, 2016)). Recent optimizations of data acquisition and
processing have allowed the structures of protein complexes to
be determined at subnanometer resolutions using subtomogram
averaging (Bharat et al., 2015; Pfeffer et al., 2015; Schur et al.,
2015a,b, 2013), and further optimization can be expected to lead
to further improvements in the attainable resolution.

2. Tilt-schemes for cryo-electron tomography

According to the central slice theorem, the Fourier transform
(FT) of each 2D projection image in the tilt series corresponds to
a slice through the 3D FT of the volume being imaged. The thick-
ness of these Fourier slices is inversely proportional to the thick-
ness of the object in real space. Tomographic reconstruction can
therefore be envisaged as filling Fourier space with a series of
slices. The slab geometry of the sample limits the range of tilts that
can be collected, often to ±60". This limited range leads to a ‘‘miss-
ing wedge” of information in Fourier space; the real space effect is
a deformation of structures parallel to the axis of missing informa-
tion. Fourier space is also incomplete at higher resolutions because
the tilt increment is not infinitely small; the Fourier slices may not

http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.jsb.2016.06.007
1047-8477/! 2016 The Authors. Published by Elsevier Inc.
This is an open access article under the CC BY license (http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0/).
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Abstract—FastTomo is a SerialEM script for collecting tilted

specimen images in transmission electron microscopes to be

further used in tomographic reconstruction. It achieves a speedup

over conventional tracking methods by minimizing the usage

of off-target tracking shots, and instead applies proportional

control to the specimen images. Movement in the Z coordinate

is estimated prior to each tilt series in a separate calibration

routine. Overall, this method is fast and reliable when the field

of view is at least 1 um, and can tolerate minor errors in setting

eucentric height. The implemented tilt series schemes include the

unidirectional, bidirectional, and dose-symmetric schemes.

Index Terms—electron tomography, cryoET, eucentricity, pro-

portional control, pre-calibration

I. INTRODUCTION

Electron tomography is a method of reconstructing a 3D
volume from 2D projected images taken at various angles
by an electron microscope. In order to successfully collect
a series of images, two major problems must be addressed.
The first problem is that the sample will move out of view
of the camera, so the specimen must be tracked in X and Y
coordinates. The other problem is that the specimen will move
out of focus, and therefore deviation in the Z coordinate must
also be accounted for.

We show that eucentric height is a factor in both of these
problems. We address Z movement using the pre-calibration
method described in [1]. We track X and Y movement using
proportional control — i.e. aligning each image to a previous
image taken at an adjacent angle, and adjusting the micro-
scope’s image shift deflectors to bring the specimen back to
the center of view.

Eucentric height for a given specimen is defined as the Z
coordinate of the stage where the center of rotation of the
specimen coincides with the tilt axis of the stage. When the
specimen is at this height, the stage is said to be at optimal
eucentricity. This height minimizes the total lateral movement
when the specimen is tilted over a range of angles. However,
even when the specimen is at eucentric height, we show that
movement in X,Y, and Z is still problematic.

Using proportional control to track X and Y movement at
low and medium magnification is reliable due to a greater
signal-to-noise ratio compared to high magnification, and
therefore has a lower chance of observing faulty image corre-
lations. The method is simple; at every tilt angle the specimen

†corresponding author

image is correlated with a previous image taken at an angle
closest to the current angle. For small step sizes (<4 deg)
and with an appropriate stretch of one image, the image
features are nearly the same and will not affect correlation.
The displacement between these two images is used to update
the microscope’s image shift action using SerialEM’s AlignTo
function. Overall, this method is fast and has negligible error.
Most notably, time is saved by avoiding off-target tracking
shots, which are more robust but slower.

Z movement is estimated by fitting calibrated data to a
model. Focus measurements are taken at a nearby location
along the tilt axis to estimate a sinusoid model of the Z
coordinate as a function of tilt angle. In practice, we find that
calibrating every time before collecting a tilt series is a good
trade-off between runtime and accuracy compared to methods
which calibrate less frequently. As mentioned in [1], errors
in setting eucentric height will vary each time a eucentricity
routine is performed, which can lead to poor estimates of Z
movement. Calibrating at each specimen location avoids this
problem.

II. STAGE BEHAVIOR AT DIFFERENT HEIGHTS

This section illustrates how the stage moves in the Y and Z
coordinates for several initial heights around eucentric height,
and shows the effects of perturbation error when this height
is not optimal.

A. Movement in Z
Figure 1 shows the behavior of the stage in the Z coordinate

for several height offsets from a nominal eucentric height. The
procedure to obtain the data is as follows:

1) SerialEM’s fine eucentricity routine was performed to
move the stage to a nominal eucentric height

2) A set of focus measurements were acquired in a bidirec-
tional tilt series scheme, using image shift to keep the
specimen point centered

3) The stage was lowered by 2 um
4) Focus measurements were similarly acquired in incre-

ments of 0.5 um for 9 iterations
The pre-calibration method is used to predict the Z coordi-

nate. The method takes a sample of 5 focus measurements (at
-40, -22, 0, 22, 40 deg) at a nearby area along the tilt axis,
and does a least squares fit to the following sinusoid model

y = b1 sin(✓ + �) + b0 (1)
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a b s t r a c t

Automated tomographic reconstruction is now possible in the IMOD software package, including the
merging of tomograms taken around two orthogonal axes. Several developments enable the production
of high-quality tomograms. When using fiducial markers for alignment, the markers to be tracked
through the series are chosen automatically; if there is an excess of markers available, a well-
distributed subset is selected that is most likely to track well. Marker positions are refined by applying
an edge-enhancing Sobel filter, which results in a 20% improvement in alignment error for plastic-
embedded samples and 10% for frozen-hydrated samples. Robust fitting, in which outlying points are
given less or no weight in computing the fitting error, is used to obtain an alignment solution, so that
aberrant points from the automated tracking can have little effect on the alignment. When merging
two dual-axis tomograms, the alignment between them is refined from correlations between local
patches; a measure of structure was developed so that patches with insufficient structure to give accurate
correlations can now be excluded automatically. We have also developed a script for running all steps in
the reconstruction process with a flexible mechanism for setting parameters, and we have added a user
interface for batch processing of tilt series to the Etomo program in IMOD. Batch processing is fully com-
patible with interactive processing and can increase efficiency even when the automation is not fully suc-
cessful, because users can focus their effort on the steps that require manual intervention.

! 2016 Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved.

1. Introduction

Electron tomography (ET) has historically been time-
consuming, both for acquisition and for alignment of images and
reconstruction of a tomogram. Automating these processes and
improving overall throughput has been a major goal since it
became possible to acquire images with digital cameras (Fung
et al., 1996; Koster et al., 1992). Improvements in microscope
performance and development of automated acquisition
(Mastronarde, 2005; Suloway et al., 2009; Zheng et al., 2004) have
made it possible to acquire many gigabytes per day of tilt series
data and thus to pursue research that requires large amounts of
data. Tomography on frozen-hydrated samples (cryoET) is often

destined for sub-volume averaging (for recent reviews, see
(Asano et al., 2016; Briggs, 2013)), which has recently reached
sub-nanometer resolution (Bharat et al., 2015; Pfeffer et al.,
2015; Schur et al., 2013). Although various factors besides the
number of particles limit the resolution of such averaging, such
as the quality of the tilt series alignment, the efficiency of the cam-
era in capturing high-resolution information, and the complexity
and flexibility of the structure being averaged, having many parti-
cles from many tomograms was a key ingredient in the first of
these studies (Schur et al., 2013). High-throughput tomography
on plastic-embedded samples allows multiple strains or experi-
mental conditions to be compared with a statistically meaningful
number of samples (e.g., Nannas et al. (2014)); it also enables
ambitious studies of very large volumes (!50 lm3 at 1.5 nm voxel,
Hoog et al. (2007), !200 lm3 at !5 nm voxel, Noske et al. (2008),
!100 lm3 at 1.2 nm voxel, Redemann and Muller-Reichert (2013)).
For either kind of sample, high-throughput tomography at the cel-
lular level enables informative comparative studies (Ding et al.,
2015).

The IMOD software package (Kremer et al., 1996; Mastronarde,
1997) contains a comprehensive set of programs for tomographic

http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.jsb.2016.07.011
1047-8477/! 2016 Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved.

Abbreviations: CryoET, cryo-electron tomography; ET, electron tomography;
MADN, normalized median absolute deviation from median; SD, standard
deviation; SNR, signal-to-noise ratio; CCC, cross-correlation coefficient; 3-D,
three-dimensional.
! Corresponding author at: Dept. of MCD Biology, University of Colorado, 347

UCB, Boulder, CO 80309, United States.
E-mail address: mast@colorado.edu (D.N. Mastronarde).
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Fig. 1. Structure of the immature HIV-1 CA-SP1 lattice at 3.9 Å. 
(A) Computational slices through tomograms containing either 
immature HIV-1 or untreated or BVM treated !MACANCSP2 VLPs. 
Arrowhead marks the membrane bilayer in the left hand panel. Scale 
bar 50 nm. (B) Electron densities of CA-SP1 viewed perpendicular to 
the lattice, generated by subtomogram averaging from the samples 
shown in (A). One CA-SP1 monomer is highlighted in color with the 
CA-NTD and CA-CTD/SP1 in cyan and orange, respectively. The 
respective resolutions of the determined structures are annotated. 
(C) The refined atomic model shown in the same view as in (B) and 
rotated by 90°, viewed from outside of the virus. The 6-fold 
symmetry axis is annotated with a hexagon. 
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Schur et al., Science 2016

  

  

Fig. 2. Structural features in the immature CA-SP1 lattice. (A) A single CA-SP1 monomer as in Fig. 1C. Į-
helices and the Cyclophilin A binding loop are annotated (Į-helices from neighboring CA monomers are 
annotated in brackets). Colored rectangles indicate regions enlarged in (B) to (D). (B) The CA-NTD/CA-CTD 
linker is in an extended conformation with Y277 binding to the linker and S278 approaching R305. (C) The 
highly conserved residues in the MHR (Q287, E291, R299) stabilize the linker connecting the 310-helix and 
helix 8. Residues in this linker can interact with an adjacent CA monomer around the hexameric ring, e.g., 
R286 with E344, and D284 with R294; point mutations of these residues do not abolish assembly (22), 
suggesting some redundancy in these interactions. (D) The CA-CTD, VGG hinge, and the top of the CA-SP1 
helix form an integrated structural assembly unit. The CA-SP1 cleavage site is marked by a blue asterisk. 
Dashed rectangles indicate approximate position of enlarged panels (E) and (F). Residues colored as in (E) 
and (F). (E) Residues D329, P356 and H358 (in purple) form a three way linkage between two neighboring CA-
SP1 helices and the base of the CA-CTD. (F) K290 and K359 (in green) protrude from above and below the 
region shown in (E), to the center of the hexamer where they coordinate a strong density. (G) Horizontal (left) 
and vertical (right) slabs through the structure illustrate that the MHR (yellow), other residues in the CA-CTD 
base (red), the VGG hinge (blue) and the top of the CA-SP1 helix (pink) come together to form the hexameric 
assembly unit. The vertical slab shows one half of the hexamer represented in a surface view. 
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~300,000 copies were used to determine the 3.9Å resolution structure. 
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Tomography is increasingly useful
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Abstract Single particle cryo-electron microscopy (cryoEM) is often performed under the
assumption that particles are not adsorbed to the air-water interfaces and in thin, vitreous ice. In
this study, we performed fiducial-less tomography on over 50 different cryoEM grid/sample
preparations to determine the particle distribution within the ice and the overall geometry of the
ice in grid holes. Surprisingly, by studying particles in holes in 3D from over 1000 tomograms, we
have determined that the vast majority of particles (approximately 90%) are adsorbed to an air-
water interface. The implications of this observation are wide-ranging, with potential ramifications
regarding protein denaturation, conformational change, and preferred orientation. We also show
that fiducial-less cryo-electron tomography on single particle grids may be used to determine ice
thickness, optimal single particle collection areas and strategies, particle heterogeneity, and de
novo models for template picking and single particle alignment.
DOI: https://doi.org/10.7554/eLife.34257.001

Introduction
For decades, single particle cryo-electron microscopy (cryoEM) grids have commonly been imaged
and processed under the assumption that most particles imaged were not adsorbed to the air-water
interfaces and were in a single layer as they were plunge-frozen. An ideal grid and sample for single
particle collection would have the majority of areas in holes maximally occupied by non-adsorbed,
non-interacting particles 10 nm or farther from the air-water interfaces, particles oriented randomly,
vitreous ice thin enough to contain the particles plus about 20 nm of additional space, where none
of the particles overlap in the beam direction, and where the beam direction is normal to the areas
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NPC
“Science presents three papers that piece 
together this giant jig-saw puzzle, revealing a 
near-atomic picture of the massive human 
NPC. These studies build on decades of 
painstaking work of biochemical 
reconstitution, x-ray crystallography, mass 
spectroscopy, mutagenesis, and cell biology; 
use substantially improved cryo–electron 
tomography reconstructions of the entire 
human NPC; and leverage artificial 
intelligence to accurately model 
components.”
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The future of cryo-ET is bright! 
Keyword:  

Cryo Electron Microscopy
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Do you have any questions about cryo-ET?
• What’s cryo-electron tomography (cryo-ET)?

• What’s the difference between cryo-ET and single 
particle cryo-EM?

• How should I prepare samples for cryo-ET?

• How should I collect cryo-ET data?

• How should I analyze cryo-ET data?

• How could I use cryo-ET effectively?


